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Interrogation is an art like bondage.
But also, A Play, who is childhood fantasy play, with sexual privilege and man toys. 

The Games, some possibility and scenario.
In are plays inventory, we want some time to reach a high level of credibility and realism. The 
goal of the game can be a wild selection on things like to aim for the limits like requesting the 
“RED” code or just questioning about last night activity  and play with the mind  a little. 
Multiple scenarios can be derived from an interrogation scene, check list verification, past 
relationship questioning, game like to never say a selected word ect...
The best one rest for me, to find the lie in a 2 true and one lie games. 

But also a play with the fantasy, uniform, exchange of power. And some time torture.

Into it
The principle of an interrogation is very simple, interrogator lead the scene at all time to get 
into the mind of the interrogated, and got the accurate answer or reaction. The power exchange 
game in a small room. We can have more then one interrogator, but 1 should lead.

Characters,
Interrogator, need to be alert to see any change in the attitude, read body language and be able 
to maintain is lead on the scene. You will need lots of self-control, adaptability and 
perseverance.
Interrogated is the person who will be interrogated, need to be prepared for this kind of game.

For the good cop, bad cop scenario this can involve up to 3 interrogators.

The set.
The appearance can be very important for the interrogator, this help to build the credibility. 
Don’t try to be serious in a clown outfit.
The place should be dark a little with a directional light to play with the comfort zone.
A cell and an interrogation room is always the best to be able to play with the transport of the 
person.
A chair can be a good thing to have, not comfortable is the best, tiedable is desired some time.
Dark sunglass will help the interrogator to hide is feeling and reaction.
A table or desk will add a boundary; can be a good or bad thing to have.
Pen and paper, always good to take notes or to be seeing taking it, or click it to add a little 
stress.

Initiative
It very clear that the leader of the scene most not lost is advantage gain at the beginning.
The beginning is very crucial to set the scene, characters and rules.
If you are loosing control of the scene you can have back after a break, a reset like a 
recapitulation or an intervention from an others person.



Preparation
This kind of scenario needs more preparation then a wax play. You need to have the more 
information you can have about the subject or the question you will like to get answer. Limits 
you want to set, prop you want to use, clothing and many more things.
Rules for both side, time for the game ect…

When is Game over.
-Mentally unable to continue, both side.
-You loose control of it.
-You win.
-Red code.

Before beginning.
-Do not use force, use your brain.
-Do not loose the initiative.
-Respect your word.
-Prepare your self.
-Prepare the inmate.

Confiscation or strip search, cavity search for machete...
Item can be use later to grant permission, reward or get information.
Remove watch, cellphone, they provide time indication.
Change name for a number can create also a nice effect of a prison, less personal

Approach  

We have different way to lead an interrogation.
-Direct
-Incentive
-Emotion
-Fear
-Pride and ego
-We all know approach
-Silence

Direct, is the simplest way, who, what, when, where, and how.
Incentive, play with luxury, granting things, give to give.
Emotional, love or hate for some thing, to manipulate to get the answer
Fear, work well with impressive people.
Pride & ego, is a manipulative way to getting the information.(Flattery).
Silence will bring stress.
We can change also the direction if needed.



Questioning techniques.

-Repetition will provide some time more detail or allow bringing confusion.
-Rapid fire, more confusing techniques allow some time to get unprepared answer.
-Silence, forces the person to talk to break the tension, add an eyes contact to add more 
intensity.
-The use of development question bring more detail, more detail to be use for confusing.
-Negative questioning, like you are not blabla , add more thinking power.
-Compound question, more thinking power. Before last night, with who you sleeping to, Dave 
or James ?

To make an interrogation you will need to set or preset the question and think the way you will 
be asking them.

-The uses follow Up? questions will add complexity but also add mind juice. 

-Properly uses repeated controlled, prepared, and no pertinent questions to control interrogation
and assess the veracity. 

-Uses a logical sequence of topics for questions can help went taking notes. 

Characteristics of direct questions are? 

-Basic interrogatives (who, what, when, where, and how, plus qualifier). 

-Brief, concise, simply?worded, and address the looked?for information. 

-Asks for a narrative response (cannot be answered by just yes or no). 

-Produces the maximum amount of usable information and gives a greater number of leads to 
new avenues of questioning. 

Confusing Question.

The use of negative question
-Are you not like me?
Double edge question
-Did you like me, yes, are you gay, no what are you doing with me
Rhetorical question
-You are aware of this and that. Silence,,,,This is not a question this is fact.



Fun  Question #1
-What’s your name.
-Your name is X, (yes, no)
-What’s the story about your name.
-Your name came from your dad or mom.
-How many letters in your name.
-Did you have sex last night?

Fun Question #2 (rapide fire)
-Are you feeling ok, yes
-Are you’re a girl, yes
-Are happy with me, yes
…
..
You want to leave me, yes
(lots of question with the answer yes, the person will say yes by reflex)

3 type of interrogate you will encounter, prepare for each of them.
Cooperative and Friendly, some time difficult to stay in the play, don’t become too 
friendly, it will be hard to reset the tempo.

Neutral is a person who will cooperate to a certain level. Example gives some detail, 
but not all. 

Hostile, we can describe as the brat, more difficult to interrogate.
More fun to break it.

A person can change also from one type to an other, be prepare to play with other 
type of player.



Neurolinguistics or nonverbal communication.

If you learn the body language, you will be able to play with the mind of some one, you
will be able to see breaking point, if she spoke the true or if she is in is zone of 
comfort, if she lie, ect...  

One of the most basic and powerful body-language signals is when a person crosses his or her
arms across the chest. This can indicate that a person is putting up an unconscious barrier 
between themselves and others.

Disbelief is often indicated by averted gaze, or by touching the ear or scratching the chin. 
When a person is not being convinced by what someone is saying, the attention invariably 
wanders, and the eyes will stare away for an extended period.

Hands on knees: indicates readiness
Hands on hips: indicates impatience.
Lock hands behind your back: indicates self-control.
Locked hands behind head: states confidence.
Sitting with a leg over the arm of the chair: suggests indifference.
Crossed arms: indicates submissiveness. 

If her palms are open, it shows sincerity and receptivity - she isn't hiding anything from you

If she taps or drums her fingers, she's bored, impatient or annoyed.

If her hand is over her mouth, she disapproves of you or is reluctant to say what's on her mind.

If you ask a question to a right-handed person, and he looks to the your left in an upward 
direction, that means he is thinking or "visually constructing" an image in his mind. If he looks 
to the your right in an upward direction, he is recalling or "visually remembering" something 
that actually happened.
 

CV= Visual Conception
RV= Research in the Visual memory
CA= Audio Conception
RA= Research in the Audio memory
E/K= emotional, taste, sent
ID= Internal Discution



Play with Need / authorization / comfort / request / services / granting.

Water will bring the need to pee, if added with exercise will be faster.
Sugar will bring the need of water.
Salted product will bring the need for water.
Café will bring need to pee like alcohol.
Fatigue will bring the need to rest or sleep.

Hint
Having a high posture gives you an edge on your scene, like to be in a standing position and 
the interrogated is sitting.

Playing with the emotion will bring instability, be rough and smooth and do it again.

If you are not able to sustain long eye contact, wearing dark sunglass or looking at the base of 
the nose can do de same.

Tools

-Kidnapping bag, is great to create a defense less emotion, cannot event eyes open, cannot bite.
-Handcuff, easy to add and remove, add also a sentiment of restriction.
-Torture tools, showing them on a table will add to the imagination what will appen next.
-Water, will bring a request for it.

Play safe, Play for fun, Play consensually.


